Digital Collections from the Library of Congress Web site:

- **African American Photographs Assembled for the 1900 Paris Exposition** — Compiled by W.E.B. DuBois and Thomas Calloway, consists of 500 images that represented the African past and present
- **The Alexander Graham Bell Family Papers at the Library of Congress** — A selection of over 4,600 items including correspondence, scientific notebooks, journals, blueprints, articles, and photographs
- **American Leaders Speak: Recordings from World War I and the 1920 Election** — Collection contains 59 recordings from American leaders from 1918 to 1920
- **Before and After the Great Earthquake and Fire: Early Films of San Francisco, 1897-1916** — 26 films of San Francisco before and after the 1906 earthquake and fire
- **Chronicling America: Historic American Newspapers** — American newspapers from 1836 to 1922
- **Bain Collection** — Collection contains the photographic files of the earliest American news picture agencies (most from 1900 to the mid-1920s)
- **Inventing Entertainment: the Early Motion Pictures and Sound Recordings of the Edison Companies** — Collection of 341 motion pictures, 81 disc sound recordings, and other related items from the Edison Companies
- **National Child Labor Committee Collection** — Images from photographer Lewis Hine who documented living and working conditions of children and working-class families from 1908 to 1924
- **Photographs from the Chicago Daily News: 1902-1933** — Collection of over 55,000 images of urban life from 1902 to 1933
- **Posters: World War I** — Over 1,900 WWI posters from the United States, Great Britain, Germany, Russia, Italy, Australia, Austria, Canada, and the Netherlands
- **Small-Town America: Stereoscopic Views from the Dennis Collection, 1850-1920** — 12,000 photographs from the Mid-Atlantic States
- **Theodore Roosevelt: His Life and Times on Film** — Over 100 short films of Roosevelt from 1898 to 1919
- **Touring Turn-of-the-Century America: Photographs from the Detroit Publishing Company, 1880-1920** — Over 25,000 images, mostly from the eastern United States
- **Variety Stage: Vaudeville and Popular Entertainment, 1870-1920** — A multimedia anthology selected from various Library of Congress holdings representing popular culture from the period
Other Resources from the Library of Congress:

- **The Dream of Flight**—A special presentation commemorating the Wright Brothers first flight
- **Presidential Election of 1912: A Resource Guide**—A Web guide highlighting collections, primary sources, and other resources for the study of the 1912 Presidential election
- **Researching the Wreck of the RMS Titanic**—A Web guide containing tips for searching for sources related to the Titanic, external links, and a bibliography
- **Presidents of the United States: Resource Guides**—A Web guide for each of the U.S. Presidents consisting of highlighted primary sources, external links, and bibliographies
- **Wise Guide: He Was as Strong as a Bull Moose**—A brief article about Theodore Roosevelt’s role at the 1912 Republican National Convention
- **Primary Source Set: Women’s Suffrage**—Highlighted sources ideal for classroom use on the efforts for women to gain the right to vote
- **Themed Resources: Labor**—Find resources related to labor including rise of unions and films of factory work from the early 1900s
- **Themed Resources: Immigration**—Find resources related to the impact and contribution of immigrants including those who came through Ellis Island and Angel Island; includes primary source sets, lesson plans, Collection Connections and much more
- **Themed Resources: Nature and the Environment**—Find resources related to the origin of the American conservation movement and the founding of the National Park Service; includes primary source sets, lesson plans, Collection Connections and much more
- **Hidden Treasure: The Book That Saved a Life**—Short video documentary about how a copy of Rudyard Kipling’s *Kim* saved the life of a soldier in World War I

Links from Teaching with Primary Sources—MTSU

- **Primary Source Set: Women’s Suffrage**—Collection of Tennessee-related sources from the women’s suffrage movement
- **Primary Source Set: Progressive Era**—A sampling of primary sources from the era
- **Newsletter: Progressive Era**—Lesson ideas, links, and primary sources related to the era
- **Lesson Plan: Childhood Lost: Child Labor in the United States**—Lesson plan exploring child labor in Tennessee and the campaign to end it
- **Lesson Plan: Who’s Afraid of the Big Bad Wolf? A Comparison in American Culture**—Lesson uses children’s literature to discuss values of society during the Progressive period
- **Lesson Plan: A More Perfect Union: Women’s Suffrage and the Constitution**—Lesson examines the debate for and against giving women the right to vote
- **Lesson Plan: The Leadership and Impact of Booker T. Washington**—Lesson examines Washington’s speeches including the Atlanta Exposition Speech

---

4 P.M. Ceru family, 143 Thompson St., near tenement, N.Y. In this dirty attic home with a dog and a cat adding to the other filth that accumulates, these three make artificial leaves. The little five-year-old helps some. She was sighing, "Tired." Her sister (about 10 years old) works until 9 P.M. some nights although she is near-sighted. At home she keeps her glasses on the shelf, 'because Mother says I look funny with them. Now I got to go out and shop."... [1912 January]